
Arnold Alwyn Vaz
Android Developer

To work in a competitive environment that effectively utilizes my
coding skills to conceive and achieve good solutions for the
organization and also improve my professional skills

vazarnold25@gmail.com

+91 8329081600

Vasai, Maharashtra, India

linktr.ee/arnoldvaz

github.com/arnoldvaz27

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science - Information
Teachnology
St. Gonsalo Garcia College - Vasai, Mumbai
University
06/2018 - 05/2021, Graduated with 9.38 CGPA

12th Boards
St. Anne's Juniour College - Vasai,
Maharashtra Board
06/2016 - 03/2018, 50.77%

10th Standard
St. Augustine's Secondary High School -
Vasai, Maharashtra Board
06/2004 - 03/2016, 75.40%

RESEARCH PROJECTS
Android Development
Rasheed Foundation
07/2021 - 09/2021, Mumbai, India

Added feature of storing data locally, revamped the UI of
multiple screens, added search feature in all the
important screens of the application.

Added new library modules that interacts with the
existing application module.

College
Smart Digital College App (Android)
06/2020 - 04/2021, 

This is an online android based classroom application
specific for college use.

Features include taking attendance, chats, uploading and
downloading files, various reports, student management
area.

It uses Firebase Database to store data. It uses
authentication feature to verify users and Realtime
Database for realtime updates in data.

PERSONAL SKILLS
• Focused and confident with positive attitude

• Adapting the work environment

• Problem Solving and Teamworking

• Self motivated

SKILLS
Android Development REST API Java SE

Git/Github Firebase SQL

Data Structures & Algorithm Operating System

PERSONAL PROJECTS
Remarques (Andriod - Open Source)

https://github.com/arnoldvaz27/Remarques

Remarques is an Android Note Taking Application that can be used
to take notes on the go without internet connectivity. It uses Room
Database to store data.

Features include barcode scanning, saving note as barcode, pdf,
text files,accessing the storage, camera for saving files, photos and
also retreiving them.

Anek (Andriod - Open Source)
https://github.com/arnoldvaz27/Anek  

This application helps users to save their device storage as they will
get all the basic functionality features in a single application.

It is a combination of multiple purpose applications.

It includes features like linkify, calculator,password manager,
recorder, converters, gallery.

Extensions (Andriod - Open Source)
https://github.com/arnoldvaz27/Extensions

It is an extensions manager Application that can be used to get all
the types of files in one place on the screen.

Users can share, open, delete these files.

This application supports all the extensions that exists or are
mostly used by the operating systems.

TRAINING
• NIIT - GNIIT in Cloud and Mobile Software Engineering
 (12/2018 - 09/2021)
GNIIT in Cloud and Mobile Software Engineering is a three year
program which offers in depth classroom training followed by one year
of Professional Practice to gain real world professional skills.

LANGUAGES
Java
Full Professional Proficiency

Python
Limited Working Proficiency

Kotlin
Limited Working Proficiency

INTERESTS

Coding Writing Articles/Blogs Learn New Skills

Communicating with different people Blogging

Tasks

Project
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